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Questions EP 2022-2025 – TF Finance – June 11, 2021 

 

Questions Ben Bode: 

Main text 

3-1 'Faculties will receive M€ 14.5 more .... The support services receive M€ 
7.8 more': According to Cover Note the increase is M€ 13.0 for the 
faculties and M€ 7.9 for the support services, what's the cause of the 

difference in these numbers? (According to p.10 App.EP22: M€ 13.0 to 
faculties and M€ 7.8 [<> 7.9] to support services.) 

6-1 How realistic is it that these goals will be achieved? 

9-1 What exactly is the 'strategy matrix' and what is the purpose of 

developing this tool? 

10-1 (Where) is this visible in EP22? Is this the M€ 1.8 and M€ 1.1 mentioned 
on p.15? 

14-1 What is 'the financial reserves policy' exactly? Is this a new policy as 
from Jan. 1st 2022? 

15-1 'The payout ratio, .... FAM': what is the line of reasoning here? How does 

this sentence logically follows after the previous sentence? 

15-2 'In order to be more agile ... a yearly reservation will be made on central 

Erasmus level': is this a new initiative? This is part of the Direct Purposes 

Fund, right? (see also p.18 and slide 7 Presentation EP22) So, is this not 

'strategic' budget (since it is not from the box 'Strategic Budget')? 

15-3 'assume period of the current strategy to be adjusted to 2025 ... for the 

multi-annual perspective only': what does this operationally mean? why 

is this done? 

15-4 'The payout ratio ... to the faculties': can you explain (again) exactly how 

(and why) the payout ratio is used to allocate the excess money to the 

faculties? (Can this be clarified by means of a formula or an Excel-
sheet?) And is the excess budget following the NPE not allocated to the 

faculties by means of the payout ratio? 

15-5 'The way ... allocated across the services ... jointly with the support 

services': how are these decisions made? (see also p.17) Is there a 

'fair'/objective allocation mechanism? 

15-6 'additional money (M€ 1) ... to the budget': i.e. without a specific 
'purpose' (yet)? For what kind of purposes can this money be used? 

Without right of advice/consent of the UC? (Total amount of this 'policy 

discretion budget' is now M€ 2.0 according to p.18, right?) 

15-7 'transition': i.e. related to system change in quality assurance? 
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15-8 Are all adjustments (> M€ 1.0) to the DPF also 'under the right of 
consent' of the UC? 

15-9 Shouldn't this bullet be also in the DPF bullet list (where the next 4 

bullets are sub-bullets)? 

16-1 'a structural budget increase has been proposed': does this refer to the 

(current) 21.5% (which was lower in the past), or does this refer to a 

new increase? 

17-1 'SEP evaluations': does 'SEP' stand for 'Standard Evaluation Protocol'? 

17-2 'The measures of structural improvement of results are elaborated upon': 

what is meant by this sentence 

17-3 'incidental money': i.e. as opposed to 'structural' money, and therefore 

'temporal' money? If so, for how long? 

18-1 Can you give (an) example(s) of purposes for which the central budget 

of M€ 1.6 is used? 

18-2 Did the measures have the intended effect: (1) balanced budget at EUR 

level in 2023? Where can this be found in (the appendix of) EP22? (2) is 

there also a balanced budget at school/organizational unit level? Where 

can this be found in (the appendix of) EP22? 

18-3 '...also when the central reservations are taken into account': does this 

mean (even) 'apart from' the central reservations? or should part of the 

'central reservations' (implicitly) be considered as extra budget for (some 

of) the organizational units in order that the 'higher budget' statement is 

correct for all units? 

18-4 National Programme for Education: (1) How much money exactly does 

EUR receive? [Please specify per year: 2021? 2022? also later years? Is 

this M€ 7.9 in 2022? (see slide 5 Presentation EP22) Or is this only for 
faculties?] (2) What are the restrictions/rules from the government for 

how to spend this money? (3) How is this money distributed/allocated to 

the organizational units? and (4) What is the right of the UC in 

determining what will be done with the extra money? (both for 2021 and 

2022 and later years) 

19-1 'The financial position of EUR is solid': can you illustrate this based on 
some numbers/KPI's (with reference to the relevant tables/pages in 

EP22)? Has the financial position improved since EP21 and BP21? Have 
all foreseen negative effect from (1) the report of the Van Rijn 

Committee; (2) the decreasing market share of students; (3) pressure 

on Government Grant been averted sufficiently? 

19-2 'We expect that the faculties will improve their financial results in 
2022...': i.e. as illustrated by the (positive) difference between EP21 

Yr22 and BP21 Yr22, even though there is still a deficit in 2022? 

20-1 Do these 'risk dialogue' sessions take place (only) during the bilo's? 
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20-2 Since when has this tool (NARIS R Risk) been used? Is this tool still 

under (further) development? 

20-3 Can you elaborate a little bit more on this? When and how will this be 

determined? 

Appendices to Main text 

4-1 'At EUR level, these effects ... have been taken into account in the BP20-

23': does this practically mean that no (extra) negative effect will occur 

when the effects will be incorporated in the macro framework? 

10-1 'The strategic budget other [i.e. M€ 10.467] includes ...': total amount 
mentioned in 3rd bullet equals M€ 9.6 (see also slide 11 Presentation 
EP22). Where can the remaining k€ 867 be found in slides 10-12 

Presentation EP22? 

10-2 What part of the M€ 34.4 is NPO money? What part of this goes to the 
faculties, support services and central, respectively? 

10-3 'Relocation of funds ... in the model (M€ 1.3)': does this refer to the k€ -
1.277 add. pre-fund. EUC (see also 3rd bullet from bottom upwards)? 

10-4 'Related to higher government grant ... adjusted upwards': is this 

'automatically' adjusted following the working of the allocation model? 

Hence, no EB decision and/or UC-advice/consent needed? 

11-1 Apparently (looking at the figures for 2022) faculties (145.318 + 
106.890 = 252.208) is excl. Academic Hospital Fund, ISS and IHS, right? 

And support services (84.472 + 35.291 = 119.763) is excl. allocations 

from DPF and Strategic Budget; holds also for faculties, right? (see also 

p.18 EP22) 

11-2 'Some targets concerning the result improving are incorporated in the 

allocation': can you explain a little bit more to which targets (of which 

organizational units) this refers? And what is the operational 

consequence (how are these targets 'incorporated')? 

12-1 What is the difference between the Performance Allocation Model (pp.12-

13) and box 6 (FAM) on pp.18-19 EP22 (because the figures per faculty 
and the total amount [2022: M€ 226.6 vs. k€ 252.208] differ)? 

13-1 What is the cause/source of the differences between the figures in this 
row ('EP2022:2022') and the figures (allocation of the budget to the 
faculties) on the top of p.19 EP22? 

13-2 What are these 'non-model' allocations 2022? 

13-3 'These amounts are excluding ... etc.': does this explain the differences 

with top p.19 EP22, or not yet completely? 

Presentation Consent on the main elements 

8-1 Can you give an example of 'investments' that are not part of one of the 

3 categories mentioned in the bullets? 
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8-2 I'm confused now: how is it possible that categories 1 and 2 are not 

applicable, whereas categories 3 and 4 are applicable? Doesn't the right 

of consent refer (only) to investments of the type mentioned in the 3 

bullets listed under Category 2? And, aren't Categories 3 and 4 further 

practical restrictions/guidelines as to how to operationalize the right of 

consent? If that's the case, then Categories 3 and 4 become irrelevant 

(for right of consent) as soon as Categories 1 and 2 are not applicable 

(do not occur), right? 

9-1 Is the 'wage add-on' equal to 22.075 - 20.793 = M€ 1.282 (see also slide 
10)? 

9-2 (How) do the items/budgets mentioned on slides 11-12 add up to M€ 

10.467? 

9-3 This (small amount) is not mentioned on slides 10-12, right? 

10-1 Is the amount M.5 20.793 excl. 'wage add-on' of M€ 1.282 (see also 
slide 9)? 

10-2 Is the amount M.5 20.793 excl. 'wage add-on' of M€ 1.282 (see also 
slide 9)? 

11-1 Where has the M€ 1.1 already been explained in previous slides? On p.15 
EP22 (budget for own support unit Convergence)? See also 3rd bullet 

p.10 App.EP22 

11-2 'Convergence k€ 1.800': should this be added to the M€1.1 mentioned in 
3rd bullet p.10 App.EP22? Or should the difference (M€ 1.8 - M€ 1.1 = 
k€ 700) be added to the M€ 9.6 mentioned above? 

11-3 'Indexation of Hoboken and Woudestein k€ 1.600': why does this differ 
from the amount of M€ 2.0 mentioned on p.10 App.EP22 (3rd bullet)? 

11-4 Why is consent needed for adjustments of the DPF (in view of slide 8 

Presentation EP22)? Are these adjustments (changes of) 'strategic 

investments', and for that reason are under right of consent for the UC? 

Or are (esp. the 1st 2 bullets) considered as changes in de allocation 

model itself because of 'relocations' (see also the corresponding bullet at 

the bottom of p.10 App.EP22)? 

11-5 Is consent not needed for the last 3 bullets because these adjustments 

follow automatically/technically from applying the rules of the allocation 

model? 
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Questions Natascha Kraal: 

Adjustments BP2021 

We were informed earlier that adjustments were made to the BP2021. 

1. Can we see these in a short table/overview? 

2. Can we say that the overall outcome of adjustments is positive for 

faculties, support services and central budget? (also due to NPO?) 

In General: structure/e.g. faculties/FAM 

I really do like the text explanation, but I am struggling with topics and related 

figures who can be found on different pages of the document in different 

chapters. 

1. May I ask if there is a possibility to group these and complete them with 

a little table to accompany the text? Same applies for Support Services 

and Central budget. See also examples below: as an example, I have 

focused on faculties. 

Main text perspectives: e.g., faculties  

p.3: 14,5M extra faculties 

p.17: 24,3M extra faculties (Direct purposed fund) 

p.17: 3,6 M extra faculties (Strategic Budget/Erasmus Initiatives) 

p.18: 8,2M extra faculties + Support Services (Dies gratification, Christmas 

Hamper, etc.) 

1. Is this more or less at least 47M extra for the faculties (instead of 

14,4M?) (total = 50,1M but part of the 8,2M extra = for Support 

Services) 

2. Is there one table where these amounts are structured (like an 

overview), same applies for SS and CB 

3. Is there a ''distribution key'' used in dividing the extra's over the 

faculties, SS and CB? (transparency?)  

Main text perspectives vs Consent Main Elements: e.g., faculties 

Main text perspectives p.3:  faculties receive 14,5M extra 

Consent Main Elements p.5:  faculties receive 13M extra (pay-out ratio 2,9M 

inclusive) 

1. What's the difference here? 

2. How does this amount relate to the other extra's, see above 

Convergence 

In the Main text we find two amounts (p.15): 

 1,8M yearly contribution 

 1,1M yearly support unit EUR 

1. Where can we find the figures/table? 

2. Same applies for LDE, where can we find the figures/table? 
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3. Are the additional cost for setting up legal agreements (like 

''deelovereenkomsten'') part of the 1,8M? 

4. Are the additional costs for pillars part of the 1,8M? 

5. Same for ''brugthema's'' like ''Pandemic Center'', what amount of 

contribution can we expect? 

6. The perspectives are mentioning looking out for extra funding. Is 

concrete funding nearby? Like funding from the government (Wobke-

Wiebes funding) and/or municipality, external companies (startups) 

7. Is EUR contributing in the ''new to build'' "Convergence campus" 

(Erasmus MC)? 

8. Central budget is also used for Convergence purposes: how much of the 

central budget is allocated extra to the Convergence and for what 

purposes? 

Central budget 

1. What is meant with Policy discretion (2M, p.18 Main text)? Examples? 

2. What is meant with other (1,6M, p.18 Main text)? where it differs from 

''policy discretion? examples? 

Strategy staff-student ratio vs work pressure 

1. The perspectives describe a forecast of more personalized education, 

education in co-creation and an expectation of higher student numbers: 

how does this relate to the ''number'' of staff/employee expectations?  

2. Can this be seen as an identified risk? 

Risk Management 

In the Main text (p.20) is stated that the strategic risk profile is not determined 

yet. Faculties and Support Services will be asked to identify risks.  

1. Can determination of risks be divided in risks on central and decentral 

level? 

2. In the text main developments/trends/uncertainties like impact COVID-

19, Brexit, formation new cabinet etc. are already identified. Why not 

used these in a central risk profile? 


